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wise stated in advance. Any regular SINCUS member is welcone/ 
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Wednesday, March 20, 7pm SINCUS held its regular sonthly eeet 

at the Chase/Ist City BAnk on the Vestal Parkway, Vestal, NY. 26 
attending. 

Gary Ennis started the aeeting with the clarification of 
newsletter policy - 22 lines free per member - per annual 
subscription. 

Nominations for society officers were opened to the floor and 
the following were noainated: 

President- Gary Ennis 

Vice-President- John Sias 
Treasurer- Glenn Wilson 

§ Recording Secretary- Faul Hill 
$ Financial Secretary- Wes Brzozowski 

Trustee #1-Dave Schoenwetter 

Trustee #2-Don Laaen 

$ these positions are under proposal for change at the April 
acet, 

The Computer Shopper offer was announced again-6 aonths for 
$5, try it! you'll like it. Bring cash or check aade out to 
Computer Shopper, to the next meet and we'll mail ‘em off for 
you, 

DEMO- Charlie Keoth’s “the talking Gorilla Banana*. We were 
treated to another very organized talk by Charlie, not only on 
the nuts and bolts on the how to’s but the reasons why and how 
cones. Qutside of the potential uses of speech being paired up 
with computers for gases and education, there is also security 
uses,keep track of time, and the handicap could find many uses. 
Charlie’s chip the SP0256 generates speech using allophones, 42 
in the English language and pauses. The SPO256 uses 59 
allaphones and 6 different pauses in its chip. With the book 
"How to Make Your Computer TALK" by Steven J. Veltri, Charlie 
got into the basics of building speech. The soynds generated 
alaost were recognizable the first tiae one heard thea. By 

WINEY BOARD II CASSETTE INTERFACE 

“WALL STREET 

INTRO TO CHEMISTRY 

adding sore pauses and slowing down the allophones the voice 
becase understood-plus one’s ears got atuned to its sound. 

DEMO-the Sinclair Nicrodrive on a 206B/Spectrua with Zero IF 

by Wes Brzozowski-WOW-fast-priced reasonably-$125 for the inter 
face 1 and one drive. Wes researched all the alternatives and 

felt this to.be best bang for the buck. If you can ‘build the 
lero IF, you probably be in the sane price ballpark as the aicro 

drives on the US aarket. On the British market there are books 

on the drive, lotsa software plenty of ‘3rd party support. 1 

imagine if you are using disc on an IBM or similiar the Micro 

seeas clunky-but after cassette tape anything is better. 

?, 

uthu . 
deaoed his large p. it generator proyius, He sn. ces 

probleas and cures for designing your own print faces. 

Apparently his two year old is learning the alphabet faster with 
the larger letters. 

CLONE, as of yesterday still had the bug, but today, March 30 

Wes cane up with the answer that works on ay set up-version 

coming out and copies will be available to all who bring in tne 
first version. Apparently sone signals get inverted by soe tape 
recorders thus causing a loading problem. We thank you for your 

patience. j “ONE 

fopettespempermid. Any profits froa this go back into the society 

to keep dues down, so the more sales the better you make out, 

Welcome to new local members, Alan Pace, Dunsaore PA and 
Hubert Kessel, Binghaaton, NY and to William MacDougall, Ottawa, 
Ontario; Phil McConaghey, Pembroke Pines, FL; Russell Wiles, 

- Sioux Falls,S0 and John Constantine, Chapel Hill, WC. our new 
corresponding aeabers! 

On Saturday, March 23,1985 the hardware class was held, the 
subject of photo-etching and copper plate etching was covered by 

yours truly as Glenn had to werk at the last minute. Dennis Dale 

covered basic terms and concepts for beginning hardware putter 

together-ers. As a novice in breadboarding 1! strongly recomend 

wire wrapping- soldering and etching can cone later! 

Thursday, March 28, the programsing class by Ennis and Sias 
was conducted at the Vestal Library. Gary covered arrays and Dia 
strings and John started into basic structed concepts of 
programsing. To get us started in MC, the homework is to write a 
NC prograa to clear part of the screen. 

Paul Hill 
Rec Secy 

SINCUS 

FOR SALE. 

TS1000 W/16Ek ENCASED IN D° ETRONICS 

KEYBOARD W/NUMBER FAD $ BO.00 

10.00 

; ORIGINAL SOFTWARE (EACH) 3.00 

INSURANCE FROFERTY RECORD 
LANGUAGE USAGE 
THE STARTER 
THE GAMBLER 

THE LIST MANAGER FROGGER 
THE CARPOOLER COUFON MANAGER 
COLLEGE COST ANALYZER IRA PLANNER 
GRIMM’S FAIRY TRAILS YU-CALC 
TEXTWRITER (17 PROGRAMS @ 3.00 EA. 

PROGRAMMING KIT I 
STATES AND CAPITALS 

1.00 

ENTIRE PACKAGE ABOVE WITH CARRY CASE, MISC. 
MANUALS, BOOKS, ECT. FOR $125.00 

CALL JERRY KNICKERBOCKER @ 729 4501 OR SEE ALL 

OF ABOVE AT THE NEXT MEETING ON ARPRHTSFH 

ee 



COMFUTUS INTERRUPT US 

Part 3, 

1f you thought that this column’s absence last aonth seant 

vat it was over, you can think again! A brief bout of aicro- 

drive fever put it on hold for a bit, but Coapatus Interruptus 

is back, meaner than ever. There’s still plenty to do and the 

name alone is too thoroughly horrible to waste on just me in- 

stallments, so here we go !, 

First, the old business. We left off last tine “with a 

cryptic comment about that print screen program that we’ve 

just about beaten to death. Those who’ve tried to relocate the 

nachine code to the same 16K memory block as the display file 

(16-32K) will notice that the quality of the picture degrades 

badly when it’s running. The servicing of interrupt mode 2 

confuses the hardware that generates the display, when both 

are trying to operate with the sane memory chips. (The 152068 

memory from 16-32K is produced by two 16K x 4 chips.) As a 

result, the image on the screen contains a lot of "snow", 

although the snow isn’t copied onto the printer picture. 

While we’re not on the subject, the last installment 

contained a comment suggesting that the use of pullup 

resistors in Spectrum emulators might not be as useful as I'd 

first expected. On the contrary, their performance has been 

spectacular, so far. More on that, in a bit. 

Now, on to the questions ! 

#9. If relocating the print screen program makes a snowy 

picture, then why bother? 

In three months, you’ll be sweating, and wishing for snow, 

| then you can... no, that’s not it. Actually, it’s amazing 

that such a short program is such a pain to relocate. It would 

be nice to find some little used "memory nook" to hide it in. 

This way, it probably won’t try to occupy the same space as 

the other programs. It turns out that the 752068 has several 

such nooks that are known to but a few. Timex’s change to the 

Spectrum ROM has it lay out small sections of RAM that it 

never uses - - at all ' They would have benn used by some of 

the hardware add-ons that Timex never released, but now 

they’re free for us to play with. Unfortunately, they’re all 

in that "noisy" 16-32K memory block. If we relocate the print 

screen program into one of these areas, we'll have a "last 

resort" version that might work when the better version won’t. 

The relocated program will need to put a different value in 

the I-register (piece of cake). It will have to have a contin- 

uous 257 byte space for the kludge block, and that must start 

on a 256 byte boundary, (probably not too hard). The handler 

nesds to start at a memory address whose first byte is 

identical to its second byte (tricky, but reasonable as long 

as you dont forget). And all of these have to be done at once, 

in one of the available "memory holes” {a head scratcher, but 

it can be done.) 

Most SINCUS pues ae DUE W) 

- 1 NEXT THREE MoNTHS LEASE 

Marc ww Your Cenewac AKameTLy 
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by 
Wes Brzozowski, 
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SINCUS 

RELOCATED PRIAT-SCREEN LeADER 

10 FOR  ,j=233808 TO 2d4ea65: PORE 
J,94: HEXT j 

20 FOR j=24151 TO 24164: READ 
ki BOKE j5k: HEMT J 

3Q@ DATA 62,93,237,71,237,94,28 
1,245,197,213,229,62,127,219,¢254 
,246 ,224,254,252,02,6,243,6,192, 

5,5,10@,225,2099,1993,241,195,56, 

40 RANDOMIZE USR 24151 

The BASIC program given here places the print-screen prog- 

ran in an unused memory area that follows the system 

variables. This would have been used for new system variables 

and possibly for microdrive channels. In any case, the 

standard TSZ060 never uses this area, sc it’s ideal for us. 

The only problem is screen snow. 

Hopefully, this concludes our discussion of the print- 

screen program. Next tise, if all goes well, we'll start 

contorting the interrupt handler to produce moving sprite 

graphics. 

#10. What about the resistors on the Spectrum emulators? 

They work great!! It’s possible to produce prograns that 

still don’t work with them, but it seems right now that the 

main problem is in the hardware add-ons that weren’t designed 

to work in conjunction with interrupt made 2. Many prograns 

that were 
once thought not to work with the resistors work fine, 

once that joystick, light pen or printer interface is 

unplugged from the back of the computer’ 

Now, a lot of people who'd be interested in this sub ject 

aight siss it if it were buried in this article. Therefore, a 

full explanation is in a seperate article in this issue. Just 

between us, it’s a continuation of this series, but no one 

else need know. So, right now, turn to " Running Those Unrun- 

nable Spectrum programs", and continue reading... 

SINCLAIR’S TTV- tiny television 
From People Weelly, Feb 18 °S¢,.."This English menufactor of 

cheap home computers uses the sane Hind of tube technology Sony 

utilized,..tilt the picture tube so the rays do not shoot 

straight onto a flat screen; instead they are deflected onto a 

screen from en angle...Sinclair also declares that it is the 
first to squeeze all the TV circuitry onto one minute silicon 

chip, making this set smaller (5.5" x 3.5" x 1.25") and lighter 

(9.5 ounces) than other tube type sets. It also uses an unusual 

battery-a long thin and light Lithium Power Card made by 

Polariod-that’s supposed to provide 15 hours of play for $5.25, 

Sinclair’s TV has been on Sale in Britain since last spring; it 

should be here this summer with a price around $100, 

''tt note the power supply!!! 



News and VIEWS 

Long Island’s L1ST-another info filled issue-some is beyond ae 
but there are programs, book reviews, hardware review of the A&J 
MicroDrive,how to modify a Spectrum to US standards, how to 

contect a TI keyboard to the 1000 and more on the Spectrua ROM 
by N.A. Pashtoon. Its in the library-if you want to subscribe-it 

is $15 a year-LIST PO Box 438, Centerport, NY 11721-0438- in 

light of their quality of information it is aoney well spent! 

Colorado-Mile High Chapter,Timex Sinclair Users Group, 914 S. 

Victor Way, Aurora, CO 80012 the following {editted and copied 

with much thanks to): 
2068 System Variables Usage 

by Phil Basford 

By using the systems variables many interesting and useful 

effects can be created for your prograas. 

REPDEL 23561 contains 35. Poking in 0 will stop the repeating 

key function, Poking in 1 makes the machine extremely difficult 

to handle thus creating an excellent program security device. 

BORDER 23624 contains border color times 8. POKEing in an 

attribute number will change the paper and ink, etc of the lower 

screen, Border color will change to match thr paper color the 

next time a key is pressed. POKEing in a flashing attribute just 

before a SAVE command in a program line gives added eaphasis to 

the SAVE and can be very helpful when aulti-SAVEs are used. 

PROG 23635 & 23636 contains 86 and 104 respectively. CRASH if 

POKEd. PEEKing reveals start of program(26710). Peeking the 

program line numbers and poking the first down to 0 allows you 

to put an uneditable line in the first line to store data or a 

copyright. Complete programs can be protected fron unauthorized 

copyright violations once you know where the elements of your 

program are in memory. 

DF $2 23659 contains 2. POKEing in 0 and PRINTing on Lines 23 

and 24 allows you to write on the lower part of the screen. - But” 

be aware that.if 2 isn’t POKEd back in right after the PRINT AT 

command-your program will CRASH! 

SCR CT 23492 contains 1. POKEing with 24 and following 22 PRINTS 

in a loop simulates SCROLL in TS 1000 BASIC for motion ip arcade . 

type programs. 

Sone easy to use color control commands are not described on the 

user manual that makes it easier and more space econorical to 

change INK, PAPER, FLASH, and BRIGHT in PRINT and LET statements 

as well as in program listings. 

INK To change the INK color get the E cursor, then hold down the 

CAPS SHIFT key. While holding down press the kew of the color 

you want for INK. 

PAPER To change the PAPER color get the E cursor aad press the 

color key of the paper you want. 

FLASH To turn on the FLASH control get the E cursor and pr 

the Caps Shift key and the nine (9) key. To turn the FLASH ~ . 

get the E cursor, hold down the Caps Shift key and the eight (8) 

key. 

BRIGHT To turn on the BRIGHT control get the E cursor and press 

the nine (9) key. To turn the BRIGHT off get the E cursor and 

press the eight (8) key. 

If you use TRUE and INVERSE-Be sure that you do not try to edit 

these lines because the warning buzzer will sound. To prevent 
this make any program line that uses these controls as short as 
possible so that it can be rewritten entirely without using the 
EDIT key. 

PRINT and LET Statements 

These controls can be used in PRINT and LET statements just as 

TRUE and INVERSE can be. Remember to stay inside the quotation 

marks when doing this and be sure to turn FLASH, BRIGHT and 
INVERSE off before closing the quote or the program listing will 

change to the characteristics that you have defined within the 

statement. The same holds true for color commands so you should 

change the INK and PAPER back to the program listing INK and 

PAPER before entering the line or you will have to retype the 

line because of the edit restriction. 

When using LET and DIMensioned strings you must allow 4 

character spaces for each color, FLASH, BRIGHT or INVERSE change 

whether on or off. That’s because the machine uses two bytes to 

tell itself what control is in use and what the status of that 

control is. 

This utility can also be used to highlight segments of the 

program listing by changing the characteristics at the end of 

the program line preceding the line or set of lines to be 

highlighted. Again remeaber to turn everything off at the end of 
the line of the highlighted area in your progran. 

I always wonder how the flashing entries gct into the listings! 

Thanks for the bits of info, Phil Basford!! 

TSS NEXSNOTES- January issue in library, and as I type this, Don 

Barnard calls ae from Red Bank, TN and lets us al] know that his 

next newsletter is in the mail and has Dave S.’s sodem-patch 
update in it (atta boy Dave!) and of his idea of having a User 
get together in Chattanouga this summer-similiar to ty icea, see 

last aonth’s note about a get to-gether in Alantic City, NJ. If 

I get any response I’11 head all his way. That’s Don Earnard, 

TSS PO BOX 15214, Red Bank, TN 37415-0214 tele: 615-877-6228 Don 
stays in touch with aany in the interest of getting up to date 
whats happenings in the 2068 related world and publish’ 4 

aonthly newsletter keeping his subscribers updated toc-write or 

details. Dave Higgonbottom is still a news ites, lotsa plans, 

and lotsa ideas but still no contract. 



TIMELINE2- January issue;The PLOTTER- March issue also in 

library, In the PLOTTER is a story about the END of a BBS. If 

* you are into modeas or thinking about one-read this for the care 

and feeding of a SYSOPS... 

)BLEs...speaking of care and feeding, user groups are for the 

aost part run by volunteers who depend on help from ALL the 

others be they novice or expert, be it a hello, an article or a 
helping hand with the nailing of the newsletter, INPUT is going 

to keep the USER groups going, if you just pay dues you aint a 

neaber, if you dont vote, or help or in sone way share in the 

group some day soon there wont be user groups, BBS, newsletters 

software, businesses, etc, ... “The English Micro Connection’, 

15 Kilburn Court, Newport, RI 02840 has their #2 catalog out and 

list some very REASONable prices (they seen to reseaber that 
any of us who buy Sinclair did so because of the low price) and 

their Spectrum addons WORK as per our last demo of the Sinclair 

sicrodrive! and FAST, Listed are: (Spectrua/2068 and ZX Spectrun 

devices, see catalog for details), Disk IF-$149.95;Monitors,RD 

Digital TracersLight pens;Printer-BOcolsPrinter IFsdoystick/IF; 

AND SOFTWARE-asseabler -Fifth-DLAN -Mega BASIC-"C"-PASCAL 4T- 

DEVPAC 3 and more more wore. If you havent seen their catalog 

and prices you arent doing yourself any favors, and tell "en | 

SINCUS sent you.... " hear the new Prez of Apple says that there 

aint a HOME computer and that there never was one and that is 

why so many HOME computer companies went on the rocks."... HOME : 

use of a computer has NEVER been clearly defined by anyone. It 

is a very hi-tech learning tool, and a very expensive toy and a 
decent tool for those who have a saall business at a decent 

price. HOME means mass market, easy to use as a car, cheaper 

a telephone and as useful as a car or a telephone. We have . 

microcoaputers now, and we can use thea with quite a bit of | 
training, but for what around the house? I’d like to hear from ; 

anyone one who uses the computer around the house on a 

non-business application. Does it truly save you tiae?, How auch 

and at what cost? Is it worth it? I am all for the computer, but 

I use it to learn about computers and I want to know what is 

there the average non-techie can do with the HONE computer but 

shot down space invaders? (1 need the info to justify getting 
disc or sicro drives, color monitor and sodee and the full size 

printer) and boy with that then I could, 

non-techie, a novice in programming and I’ve the 2X81 kit and 

the 2068/2040 and want to get more goodies. Ny Dad has been in 

electonics since before radio and with computers since before 

1955 and he doesn’t have a computer or even a prograasable 
calculator, He uses a long white stick called a "slide rule’-non 
electronic even, writes everything in pencil, eraseable yet and 

non-magnetic. And to top it off he still ‘Seems happy to this 

very day! Takes all kinds I quess.(he is looking for one 

eeeah? Here I am a. 

good reason too!!) Jesh 

INTERFACE ZERO FIX: 

Paste a Photocopy 

Of this Over the 
Original schematic. 

Ou Wouldyt eut ue 

his newsletter, 
Would y eu7 

(Fer future eee 

See nsion 

MASTER THE PERSONAL COMPUTER 

FUN FILLED-INFORMATIVE-INTRODUCTORY TYPE INSTRUCTION 

SEE THE "FAMOUS FLASHLIGHTS" AND LEARN COMPUTING FROM STEP | 

Classes are conducted two evenings a week and one morning-pick 

the time that suits you best! There are 8 classes-once a week 

for 8 weeks-and each lasts 2 hours. 16 hours for only $39.95! 

1. BITS, BYTES, and BUZZWORDS - 

2, GETTING THE COMPUTER TO OBEY - 
ae 

3, THE ELECTRONIC 3X5 CARD FILE - 
ve 

CLASS 4, «BUDGETS and Other MONEY MANAGERS - 

5, STUDY THE COMPUTERIZED LESSON - 

TITLES 6 THE ELECTRONIC LETTER - 

7. THE ELECTRONIC LEDGER BOOK - 

§, TALK TO THE WORLD WITH YOUR COMPUTER - 

The COMPUTER DOME, Oakdale Mall, is pleased to announce these 

classes for the new or prospective computer owner. Each clase 

is filled with the fundamentals, plus tricks, tips. and tine 

savers, Call today for more information: 

. (607) 687-4055 (607) 729-9222 (607) 770-9889 

OR see Gary Ennis at the Dakdale Mall Shewrcom 

Updates #2 

hy Wes Brzozowski, SINCYS 

in my Interface Zero article can cals down now. The value | 

use is 18 ohms, 2 watts. 1 still have no azeurance that this 

is the best value, 25 ! got mostly complaints and very little 

help, but that value xorts fine for se. Without it, the regul- 

ator will get quite hot (169 degrees) after the ricrodrive has 

heen FORMATted about Stites. ith ‘he rasistor, it barely 

gets warm. I still ¢on’t knew if it’s large encygh to cause 

preblers if the power zipply is heavily loaded though, so this 

resister value say not be the final cone. Come write and 

tell me about your results... 

Last time 1 nentioned that cne vender had dropped the price 

of the @% xP RAM chips used in my ARDS/LROS Level cprent Board 

to shout $12.00. Now they're down below sine cucks apiece. If 

you are looking for a good project... 

One 

Lastly, here’s a little modificaticn to my Interface Zero 

circuit, The circuit will werk fine without the change, but 
this fix is consistent with the new development that’s turnel 
up in the quest for the "Running Those Unrunneble Spectrum 

Programs", as eyplained in this issue’s article by that name. 

WW, ‘Braceowske 

3/2185 

LoORAB 

Add thes 
Connectson 

SPECTROA, 

TS5t0C6a 
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SFECRUM Programs 

by Wes Brzozowski 

SINCUS 

Those who use Spectrum emulators with their 152068’s know 

that there is a small percentage of “troublesome” Spectrum soft - 

ware . This stuff can tell that it’s not really in a Spectrum 

and usually complains by crashing the computer. 

Readers of this newsletter have known for a while (SINCUS 

NEWS, Jan 1985, page 8) that putting 10k pull-up resistors on 

data lines DO, Dl, and D7-07 will correct this problem. Follow- 

ing this, Doug Dewey tas installed these resistors on his OQani 
Emu, making his product probably the gost versatile emulator 

available. (I’ve tried the Omni-Emu, by the way, and I recommend 

it highly if you intend to buy rather than build an emulator.) 

The easiest way to start, then, is to get an Omni-Emu. If you 

have an older "resistorless” Enu, or if you have or plan to get 

a different emulator method, I'll discuss ways of installing the 

resistors later. Shortly after pecple began installing the 

resistors, contradictory results began coming in. Some people 

sanaged to get certain “unrunnables” to work, while others still 

had no success. At present, it appears that peripheral devices 

olugged into the back of the computer are cavsing the probless. 

(This has been |nown to happen in true Spectrums, as well.) As 

strange az it all may seem, the explanation is quite reasonable. 

Every sixtieth of a second the comuter stops what it’s doing by 

means of a process called an interrupt. Normally this causes the 

keyboard to be scanned and the system variable FRAMES to be 

incremented. This interrupt can conveniently be diverted to do 

other things however. The means to do this were described in the 

same SINCUS NEWS article that first mentioned the resistors. 
Suffice it to say that when the interrupt occurs. the 780 

signals M1 and IORO both go low “tells” external hardware to 

place certain imporant information on the data bus. On a 

Spectrum, that externc! hardware consists of eight pull-up 

resistors so the computer reads in all ones (hex FF) at that 

time. The 152088 has only one resistor on D2, so the data bus 

can do many wild and crazy things during an interrupt. In any 

case, the extra seven pull-up resistors place FF on the 2068 

data bus, in true Spectrum fashion. Their presence doesn’t seem 

to interfere with the normal operation of the TS2068; rather 

their absence allowed Timex to save a couple of pennies. With 

the resistors in place, the odd Spectrum program that demands to ° 

see an FF on the data bus during an interupt won’t be 
diseppointel. It will be effectively fooled into thinking it 

lives inside a real Spectrum, Unfortunately, certain pwripheral - 

devices plugged into the rear connector dof a@ TS 2068 or a 

Spectrum) can cause problems. In their normal operation, a low 

on IORO and the proper pattern on the address bus will cause 

then to go active. This is really a hardware bug in the 

peripherals. When an interrupt is processed, JORO is active, and 

the state of the-address bus is somewhat unpredictable. If the 

periperal is accidentally activated, and puts something other 

than FF on the bus, you’re in trouble. A properly designed 

peripheral should not function unless Mi were high, but asost 

don’t even use this signal!. 
Lest the reader think I’ being unduly harsh on others, note 

that I also point the accusing finger at myself. The “Updates” 

coluan in this issue contains a slight redesign to ay 

Interface Zero microdrive interface for this very purpose. Als., 

Doug Dewey has sent se one of his ENU-3 parallel printer 

interfaces, to be rebuilt to fix the problem, The corrective 

surgery for either is so slight that it will leave almost no 

evidence, but it will do the job fine. 

It’s my opinion that the best solution is to fix the peri- 

pheral, but this isn’t practical for everyone. The other cbhvious 

solution (unplugging the peripheral) is not much of a solution 

at all. Another method that some have used with success is to 

add a buffer circuit that forces an FF onto the data bus 

whenever IORQ and MI are both active. This initiates contention 

between the buffer and the peripheral, and only works if the 

buffer is the "stronger" of the two. This ceuld damage the 

peripheral; don’t do it '. 

For those who want to add a hardware fix, I’d like to 

speculate on a better scluticn. J don’t intend to build one, but 

171] give enough information for sone "hardware minded" readers 

to develop it and report on the results. This will involve 

building a small "Kludge board" that plugs in between your 

computer and other peripherals, It will "gate out" the TORQ 

signal when Mi is active. This would net allow the peripherals 

to detect when an interrupt is being processed, but I’ve never 

heard of that being needed, anyway. The important thing is that 

the peripheral will only see an active IORQ when the computer is 

requesting 1/0. This is the (incorrect) assumption that ‘he 

peripheral designer made, in the first place. 

The "Kludge board” should pass every signal straight through 

from the computer to the peripherals, except for IDRQ. Instead, 

1ORQ should be bridged by a gating circuit. A typical such 

circuit might look Ike this: 

"KLUDGE Board” 

ALL OTHER SIGNALS SHoULD Pass 

STRAIGHT THROUGH 

ADVERTISING RATES 

BUSINESS CARD SIZE $ 3.00 

QUARTER PAGE AD $ 6.00 

HALF PAGE AD $ 10.00 

FULL PAGE AD $ 16.00 

Circulation is 125 copies per month to Sinclair computer users, 

with only a dozen copies going to companies, 



I* you are going to build this circuit, you mignt put the 

seven pull-up resistors on the same board. (One side goes to a 

data line, the other to +5 volts). 

It’s not to difficult to add the resistors to an EMU-! or an 
early Omni Emu. (Say that fast, five times.) First remove the 

rhips noting which way they plug in, Each data line fortunately 

asses through the board, giving a convenient point to install 

the resistors. Trace the lines up from the proper connector pads 

to find these points. The +5 volt line is a fairly wide printed 

circuit trace, so the other sides of the resistors may easily be 

soldered on top of it. The resistors should be 1/4 watt, or they 

wont fit. Before you solder in the first resistor, place a small 

piece of cardboard underneath the resistor area. This way, none 

of the leads will not accidentally short to the printed circuit 

lines below. 

Note that the older ENU-! doesn’t have plated through holes. 

Signals are passed through the board by a small piece of wire, 

soldered in from both sides. You’11 have to remove the solder 

with a solder wick and then take out the wire. After inserting 

the resistor, you’l] have to solder it on both sides of the 

board. As with any printed circuit board, you’1] have to work 

quickly, or the the heat from the soldering iron will cause the 

printed circuit lines to peel away from the board. If your 

soldering skills aren’t up to snuff, you might want to get some 

more practice, first. 

If you have a Spectrum ROM instalted on the 2048 board, or a 

ROMSwitch or equivalent, you might choose to install the resis- 

tors on a blank cartridge board. John Oliger sells a blank EPROM 

board that can be perverted for this purpose. Write hina 11601 

Whidbey Dr, Cumberland, IN 45229, for current prices. Again, you 

trace the proper edge connector pads up to a suitable spot on 

2 board. The following are signal pins of the cartridge 

connector. Note that this picture shows the signals as we face 
the female connector not the board ! 

$Lor $cor 

Side 

Soldew 

Component Side 

Sls t Cartridge 
Connections 

(Facing the female connecter) 7 

|- 

In closing, if should be pointeo out that there's Stiii a 

glaring difference between the S208 and the Spectrum. The 

Spectrun takes 3 and a third milliseconds longer between 

interrupts, and if a program needs this extra time, we're just 

out of luck. I’ve not seen such a program yet, but its conceiv- 

able that such exist; particularly in “simulation” programs. 

I'd likm to thank Doug Dewey of the Triangle Sinclair User’s 

Group for contributing lots of hardware, and equally valuable 

ideas. I’d also like to thank Bob Dyl of English Micro 

Connection for making a number of “unrunnablé” Spectrum programs 

available to me. (E.M.C. is an absolutely super source of 

Spectrum products, and what Bob doesn’t have, he'll get for 

you.) Without help from both of these of these gentlemen, this 

article wouldn’t have been written. 

If anyone has any questions or comments, please feel free to 

write to me: Wes Brzozonski 

337 Janice Street 

Endicott, NY 13760 

Please enclose a stamped, self addressed envelope, if you'd 

like a reply. The truly anxious are welcome to call me at (607) 

785-7007. Please don’t call collect and call before 9:00 P.M. 

Eastern Time. I’d be glad to hear from you. 
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TIMEX? TIPS 
TAKE OUT 

THE. 
GARBAGE ! 

BEneo 
Yur WiFe 

say'wi’Towe ids // 

Thanks to Faul Hill, SINCUS 

[ emeaaemen | 

VOU OOO CeO GLO CU Lo 

ovooouen ov @ 

“eT S 2068 FUN 
©2705 OO LVOOC®? 
[ER Ls 

5 Go TO age 
108 PRINT #1; "This is printed i 

n the lower Part of the scree 
n'': PRINT AT 18,10; "Press ANY ke 
yi't: PRUSE @ 

15 RETURN 
20 INPUT AT 22.8; AT 8,0; "What 

if your name? "; LINE as; AT 18,08 
) "What if your age, Sy taal s © wig 
j;AT 15,080; (ag), ""s age is "3; (a);A 
T 28,0;"Press Som to continue" 
> bs ‘ 

eS RETURN 
180 IF INKEYS="" THEN GO TO 189 
1@Q@5 LET zs=IWNKEYsS: RETURN 
98@@ CLS : PRINT AT 16, aot Senge 

t Menu #1 aor #e2";AT 13,5; * Pr 
int in bottom 2 Lin nes";AT 13,80! 
e Locate INPUTS": GO SUB 180 
985 IF z$<"1" OR z$>"2" THEN BE 

EP .5,.5: 6a TO 300 
91a ae : GO SUB 10*VAL z$: GO 

9000 >GEREMR)s € ¢ Defined Graphics 
TS 2868 - Gary Ennis 
SINCUS,.PO S83, Gwego, Hy 

9005 FOR as=UsR ‘a" To USR Ayiys 
901@ READ user: POKE a,user 

9920 REM “av="k" 
9821 BATA BIN 22001000,BIN aaaii 
100,BIN @1111111,BIN 80111110, Br 

80011128, BIN 20110118,BIN aaia 
@10,B51IN eeaaeane 

9825 REM "b"="3" 
9826 DATA BIN Baeeee20, BIN 98028 
@88,BIN 88800102 ,BIN 20000010, BI 
N 14111111, BIN 220280010, BIN aeaa 
8100,BIN Beeae0a 
98930 REM "c%=s"e" 
9031 DATA BIN 28909000,BIN gacaaa 
@290,BIN 88188080 ,BIN 81020002, BI 
N 11141111, BIN 2100000, BIN aaia 
2080,BIN Vaaaeena 
9035 REM "d Li =" 4!" 

9936 DATA BIN 22000000,BIN 98081 
@00,BIN 80801888 ,.BInN 0001000, BI 
N 80101010, BIN 20011100, BIN aaa 
1200 ,BIN gaveegae 
9240 REM "“e"="¢" 
9841 DATA BIN 82001000,BIN oaaai 
200,BIN @0811183,BIN 90101012, BI 
N 80101000, BIN 20101010, BIN B0a1 
118@8,BIN eeaeiace 
9045 REN "FU =" 
9046 DATA 68,126,255,255,255,255 
3 126 a 6a 
9859 REM ag ‘ =" g a3 

9951 DATA 24, 62, ,60.24,60,36,8,8 
9855 REM “h"=" 
eee DATA 128,128,128,128,128,12 
sane 123 | 

a61 DATA ‘Bss,a, 9,0,0,8,8,8 
J 

9866 DATA et si, ,1,1,1,1,1 

is ie DATA 16,16,16,16,16,16,16,1 

9875 REM as is :—'' 

9876 DATA 8,8,8,255,38,0,0,a 
oa8¢ea REN mt ae 

9081 DATA 24,68,126,255,255,126, 

99385 REM ba a “= 

rege DATA 24,68,126,255,255,98,2 
a: 

9009 REN "Ga "se 

wo S sd La) Bs) m = we 

. 9092 DATA BIN 82111100,BIN @1iiii 
118,BIN @8111188,BIN 11111111, BI 
N 14114111, BIN @1111110,BIN agai 
18808,BIN @8111120 
9095 REM “p" =" #" 
Teneige 63,233,254 ,254,254,124 
56,16 

9180 REM "gts gs 
9101 DATA 12,24,62,187,127,127,1 = 

9110 REM “rv ="R" 
aren DATA 65,62,73,73,127,20,28, 

9115 REM "“s"="f" 
9116 DATA 56,56,16,124, 16,16,44, 

9120 REM “"t'="6" 
9121 DATA 24,36,66,129,129,66,36 

9125 REM "uT="" 
9126 DATA 255,129,129,129,129,12 
9,129,255 



$SEC I: 

SEC II: 

SSEC IIIs 

SEC IVs 

SSEC V: 

SSEC VI: 

SSEC VII: 

SEC VIII 

¢ SEC IX: 

RE TTT 
PROPOSED 

ARTICLE I - DUTIES OF OFFICERS 

The President shall preside at all meetings of the 

EXCOM and shall appoint all committees as provided in 

ARTICLE VII of the constitution. The President shall 

be a aeaber ex-officio of all appointed coasittees. 

The Vice-President, in the absence of the President, 

shall perfore the duties of the President, shall 

preside at the regular aonthly meeting and arrange 

the meeting location, times and dates, set talk and 

The Treasurer shall maintain a checking account at a 

local bank in the Society’s nase . Advise EXCON when 

balance exceeds $500. 

deo schudule and advise media and meabers of Same. _ 

The Treasurer to sign checks at the direction of the | 

EXCOM, and ake a monthly statement to EXCOM or at 

the regular monthly seeting. 

The Treasurer shall deposit all funds as the EXCOM 

directs and shall disburse thea only as the EXCON 

directs. The Treasurer shall present a report at each 

regular meeting of the Society. 

The Treasurer and Secretary shall keep seperate 

accounts of all funds of the Society. 

Order of succession of officers; President, Vice 

President, Treasurer, Secretary, Trustee #1,#2,#3. 

:The Secretary shal] keep an accurate record of all 

business transactions of regular and EXCON meetings. 

The Secretary shall be responsible for all Society 

correspondence. 

The Secretary shall maintain the membership rolls. 

The Secretary shall receive, record and turn over to 

the Treasurer all funds the Society collects. 

Cu ANCES 

As Tr Ls Now—> 
maa 

a 

SEC I: 

SEC II: 

SEC III: 

SEC IVs 

SEC V: 

SEC VI: 

SEC VII: 

BY-LAWS 

ARTICLE I - DUTIES OF OFFICERS 

The President shall preside at all meetings of 

the Society and of the EXCOM and shall appoint 

all committees as provided in ARTICLE VII of 

the constitution. The President shall be a 

seaber ex-officio of all appointed committees. 

The vice-president, in the absence of the 

President, shall perform the duties of the 

President. 

The Treasurer shall maintain a checking account 

at a local bank in the Society’s name on which 

all current expenses are to be drawn. No more 

than $250 may be held the account. Surplus 

amounts should be transferred in $50 amounts 

into a savings account also in the Society’s 

name at a local bank. 

All checks of the Society shall be signed by 

the President and the Treasurer. In the absence 

of the President, the Vice-president may sign 

instead of the President. Therefore, the 
President, Vice-president and the Treasurer 

will have their names om file with the local 

bank for the savings and checking accounts. 

The treasurer shall deposit all funds as the 

EXCOM directs and shall disburse them only as 

the EXCOM directs. The Treasurer shall present 

a report at each regular meeting of the Society. 

The Treasurer and Financial Secretary shall keep 

seperate accounts of all funds of the Society. 

Financial Secretary(FS) is responsible for 

notifying members of meetings. All menbers aust 

keep their current postal address with the FS. 

Failure to comply relieves the FS of the 

responsibility to notify said members. 

SEC VIII: The Recording Secretary(RS) shall keep an 

SEC IX: 

accurate record of all business transactions of 

regular and EXCOM meetings. The RS shall be 
responsible for all Society correspondence. 

FS shall keep charge of membership rolls and 

report to the RS the nuaber of meabers in good 

standing and the nuaber in attendance. The FS 

shall receive, record and turn over to the 

Treasurer all funds the Society collects. 



At the March 20 meet the following were nominated for the 

upcoming elections, this May 15 Regular meeting 7pa, Chase/Ist 
City Bank, Vestal Parkway, Vestal, NY): 

President - Gary Ennis 

Vice-President - John Sias 

Treasurer - Glenn Wilson 

$ Financial Secretary - Wes Brzozowski 

§ Recording Secretary - Paul Hill 

Trustees - Dave Schoenwetter 

Don Lasen 

Nominations are still open to current members in good standing. 
If you wish, mail in a nomination. Mail-in ballots aust be 

received prior to the May aeeting. Ballot in next newsletter. 

The following proposals were made by Paul Hill to amend the 

charter and society by-laws. Many of the changes are proposed to 

bring the charter around to the way we have settled in over the 
past two years of doing business, and the rest, ( $ ) the 

combining of the secretarial positions into one to shorten the 

lines of communication and spread the work load amoung aore 
members. The changes of most sections involves the removal of 
the terms Recording and Financial. 

$ proposed amendaents to charter and by-laws 3-20-85 

ARTICLE IV - OFFICERS 

$SEC I: The officers of this Society shall be PRESIDENT, VICE 

PRESIDENT(VP), TREASURER, SECRETARY , and three (3) 
TRUSTEES. No meaber shall hold ore than one office. the 
elected shall assume office on July 1, following 
installation. 

ARTICLE VIII - MEETINGS 
t 

SEC IIJ:Emergency snow conditions warrant cancellation of the 

meeting. The Secretary shall notify area radio stations 

of the cancelations. However, if such notifications 

fails to reach meabers, BE ADVISED THAT IF SNOW OR OTHER 
WEATHER CONDITIONS PERMIT ONLY EMERGENCY TRAVEL, THEN 
THE MEETING IS CANCELLED. 

SSEC IV: DELETED : 

tt FROPOSED 

| Sat, Ves 

fs, iy (¢ — 

NOMINATIONS 
MAY meeTING Is certo 

Following are the current charter sections that are und 

consideration for change. If no objection, all changes will 

on one vote. Any changes to proposals will be published and vo 

on in MAy. 

THE CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS OF THE SINCLAIR COMPUTER USERS’ 
SOCIETY 

ARTICLE IV - OFFICERS 

SEC I: The officers of this Society shall be PRESIDEN 

VICE PRESIDENT(VP), TREASURER, RECORDING SECRETARY(RS), 
SECRETARY(FS), and two (2) TRUSTEES. No member shall hold 

wore than one office. the elected shall assume office on 

July 1, following installation. 

ARTICLE VIII - MEETINGS 

SEC III: Emergency snow conditions warrant cancellation of 

the meeting. The RS shall notify area radio stations of th 

cancelations. However, if such notifications fails to reach 

members, BE ADVISED THAT IF SNOW OR OTHER WEATHER CONDITION 
PERMIT ONLY EMERGENCY TRAVEL, THEN THE MEETING 1S CANCELLED. 

SEC IV: The order of business for regular aeetings of this 
Society shall be as follows: 

vai 

1. Call to order 

2. Reading of the ainutes. 

Comaunications 

4. Treasury Report 

. Financial S$ Report 

6. Committee Reports 

7. Unfinished business 
8. Technical Reports, Deaos, talks 

9, New business 

10. Adjournaent 

hal . 

an 



Compuserve ID # 74666,1246 
€697)687-0698 (modem) 

EDIT #1 - I must apologize for not being able to mail SINCUS 

NEWS on time this month. A variety of things prevented ae 

from meeting my normal deadline, Fortunately the events are 
happy ones and the delay actually worked to our advantage. The 

May meeting has been moved (details to follow). Had I mailed 

on time we would have announced the wrong meeting site! The 

good news for ae is that I have been hired by the CONPUTER 

DOME at the Oakdale Mall (across from Arby’s) to sell 

computers and teach my eight. part course! I only had cne week 

to get everything moved from the dry cleaners into my sobile 

home (which was not set up to accept the extra fish tanks, com 

puters, chairs, books, and etc} I] left the dry cleaners at 5: 

30 PM on April 10 and reported to the COMPUTER DONE at 6:15 PM 

and have not had a day off since (today is the 14th). Between 

moving, car trouble, all the hours at work, and teaching two 

classes I just have been unable to get it done, despite some 

great help typing by Carl Morris and Paul Hill. The new job 

will make me more accessible and should be a great help in the 

future in conducting club business. You may reach me at the 

‘ore in the Mall by calling (607)729-9222 most days until 

630 PM Eastern tine. 

NEH - the MAY meeting has been relocated. We will meet in the 

MICRO AGE STORE, 106 Washington Avenue, Endicott, NY. The 

program for that evening will be Ray Payne from KNIGHTED 

COMPUTERS, the otherside of Syracuse. Ray will be bringing the 

A&J Microdrives for the 1S2068. He also has indicated that he 

has much exciting news about the TS2048-including their being 

licensed to "convert" Spectrum software to it. If you would 

like hia to bring anything else for a demonstration, please 

call me (729-9222) and I will ask him to bring it. No doubt 

he hopes to do some business, but I see nothing wrong with 

that-we always complain that we have to buy sight unseen when 

we buy mail order-so now we can see it! So bring your check- 
book! s 2 

EDIT #2 - I recently read in a newsletter, which shall remain 

nameless, a listing of a program and a schematic of Wes’ AROS/ 

LROS circuit that had appeared in SINCUS NEWS. There was no 

mention of SINCUS NEWS as the source of the information! I aa 

compelled to add my coments to those of Paul Hill’s (see Secre 

tary’s Notes, this issue). First, permission to reprint is 

granted on the condition that SINCUS NEWS, PO Box 523, Owego, 

NY 13827 be identified as the source of the material. Failure 

to "label" the reprint as such revokes that permission. As a 

result, we are forced to issue this ultimatum -any publication 

“at reprints something from SINCUS NEWS without identifying 

é source will be dropped from our exchange list! This is not 

an ego trip on my part, we want the club recognized as a 

source of solid information! Secondly, it is unfair to the 
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reader to not know where the article comes from-after all the 

reader may have some additional information to pass on to the 

author. So, editors, please reprint anything you desire as we 
do offer it without copyright. But please recognize SINCUS as 

the source. Also, send us an extra copy of the issue in which 

the reprint appears. I give that to the author. They do love 

the recognition! Besides they can show it to their wife to 

‘prove that someone reads their work, thus reducing static at 

home long enough for them to write another article!! 

SAVE - your version of CLONE and bring it to the next meeting 

to be exchanged for CLONE, Version 3.0. Several imrpovements 

have been made by Wes in the version that was originally sold 

to local club members, Please do make the exchange as the 

earlier version has proved to be unreliable!! This offer is 
available ONLY to local regular members of SINCUS as we want a 

chance to maintain control. This is a testing of the product 

which we will be offering to software/dealers for distribution 

and sale. We will not be filling orders for non-local people 

so if you have sent money it will be returned to you. I an 

sorry for the delay in getting this message out, but we only 

recently made this decision final. 

THANKS - to Paul Hill for his efforts both in typing some of 

Wes’ article and in printing the articles out FLUS hauling one 

car load of personal belongings from the dry cleaners to ay 

mobile home, 

NEW TOD - we will be returning to the Vestal Public Library 

as the site of our monthly meetings. We were able to line up 

the meeting dates for the remainder of 1985. We feel it is a 

bit more convenient to gost pecple and there are no stairs! 

THANKS TOD - to Dave Schoenwetter and Clyde Tackley for a job 

well done in demonstrating the modem setups at the April meet- 

ing. For those of you who wissed it, they set up both Dave's 

"home made" modem and Clyde’s Byte-Back modem. They demoed 

both the Aerco modem patch and Dave’s buffer utility program 

that allows you to turn your full sized printer on and off and 

lets you save the buffer to tape, It was well done, but what 

happened to COMPUSERVE? 

LOOKING AHEAD - I see much yet to be worked on in the world of 

Sinclair. We have an adequate modem program, but can we get a 

1200 baud modem? TASWORD is slick, but can we save documents 

as an ASCII file (making it loadable into another computer’s 

word processor through modems). How about a print buffer (and 

Dave Schoenwetter says its his next project-with two inputs, 

one for the 152048 and one for his PC). We also have the TI 

keyboard for the TS1000/7X-81 to be attached! So come on out 

and watch us complete these projects! 


